Create Safe and Secure Learning Environments

Keep students and faculty safe with a modern, data-driven approach to school physical security.

Enhance physical security and safety measures for your school

- **Increased awareness**
  Provide coverage around every corner with cloud-managed smart cameras.

- **Real-time alerts**
  Prevent propped-open doors and unauthorized visitors with sensor alerts.

- **Timely incident response**
  Quickly remediate issues with remote access to video and AI-powered search.
Cloud-first physical security

Transform your safety and physical security best practices. Experience less complexity, fewer manual tasks, and more visibility.

MT sensors

- Notify school security when doors have been left open with time-sensitive alerts
- Enhance access control audits by linking sensor events with MV video footage
- Promote student health by monitoring air quality for changes that may be caused by dust, chemicals, or vape smoke

MV smart cameras

- Gain complete visibility by viewing and accessing video anytime, anywhere
- Keep schools safe with motion-based alerts at ingress and egress points
- Quickly investigate events with computer vision and AI-powered motion search
Access on any device, anywhere

- Manage cameras, sensors, and the entire IT network from the Meraki dashboard
- Resolve security incidents faster with the purpose-built Meraki Vision portal
- Identify and respond to events on-the-go with the Meraki mobile app

A complete ecosystem for safety and security

- Address security concerns with turnkey solutions from the Meraki Marketplace
- Enhance campus safety by syncing access control logs with video footage
- Never miss an event by integrating sensor and camera alerts with mass notification systems
The Meraki platform: A foundation for safe learning environments

The physical safety of students and teachers requires more than just a smart camera or sensors. The cloud-based Meraki platform offers a comprehensive solution to help schools intuitively monitor classrooms, hallways, playgrounds, and other physical spaces to ensure a safe learning environment.

Case study: East Stroudsburg Area School District

Challenge:

Monitoring the safety of dispersed school campuses was difficult and cumbersome for the school police force and administrators due to faulty cameras, days of maintenance, excessive travel, and manually accessing or downloading footage.

Highlights:

- Mitigated risk and created a safer learning environment with MV smart cameras
- Cut down on travel time between school locations with the cloud-managed dashboard
- Increased visibility to monitor worker’s compensation claims and prevent fraud

1,109 smart cameras deployed
10 schools,
6 non-instructional facilities, and 2 stadiums served in the district
Only 5 hrs/month spent on camera maintenance
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